Abstract-The presence of hair follicles in human skin appear not to disturb Terahertz (THz) transmission, but existing measurements made on human head hair show conflicting results on THz scattering. It is not known if large numbers of hair strands protruding from skin would affect THz transmission. This scenario is distinct from measuring clumps of head hair because hair strands on skin (particularly on animals) are not bound together, are oriented randomly, are mostly thinner than head hair, and have slightly varying lengths. This study presents measured THz data on excised rat skin before and after shortening/removal of hair. Results show that the THz signals before and after hair shortening/removal are similar. A mathematical model is also presented to elucidate the effects of rough surfaces on THz reflection mode spectroscopy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many samples that are analyzed using Terahertz (THz) Time Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS) can be assumed to have ideal surfaces where very little incident THz is lost through unwanted reflection, such as dispersed and specular reflection. If however a sample has a "rough" surface, then how much do surface irregularities influence unwanted reflections? We present a study that first looks at the effect of hair on THz transmission through a sample of lyophilized rat skin, where the result shows negligible influence. The study then introduces two models for modeling irregular surfaces, and uses one of these models to quantify the amount of unwanted reflection from very smooth and very rough skin. The results from the latter part of this study are consistent with the empirical observation.
II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Lyophilized ventral skin from a white lab rat was analyzed using transmission mode THz-TDS based on a 100 fs, 800 nm Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent TM Mira 900). Details of a THz-TDS system can be found in [1] . Lyophilized skin was used instead of fresh skin to eliminate the effects of dehydration on the measured THz signal. The sample was 1 mm thick with hair strands on one side. Lengths of the hair strands were in the order of the longer THz wavelengths (3 -0.3 mm). The sample was held at the edges so that THz radiation could be directed at near normal incidence on the hair side. Several measurements were made and averaged before the sample was shaved as cleanly as possible and the measurements repeated. Fig. 1 shows the extracted optical properties from 0.3 to 1 THz for the two scenarios highlighted above. The plots of the extinction coefficients deviate by no more than 0.01 at each frequency, thus are quite similar. The plots of the refractive indices may initially appear very different but considering the small range of values in the ordinate (y-axis), their refractive indices are not dissimilar. The removal of hair appears to have not altered the sample's transmissivity, although it is noted here that hair follicles embedded in the skin were not removed thus the surface was not entirely smooth. 
III. MODELS FOR IRREGULAR SURFACES
In order to understand the empirical observations in Section II, models of irregular surfaces were explored. The theory of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with rough surfaces has been studied extensively in areas such as radar and computer graphics [2] - [4] . Studies in the THz regime have recently emerged [5] , [6] .
Surface roughness is often modeled as an array of microfacets on an otherwise flat surface. The slopes and spacings of these facets are defined as a distribution function (probability density function). One simple model is the Gaussian model where roughness is altered via changes to the standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution function. In accordance with literature, this standard deviation is called the distribution factor m-small m implies smoothness, while large m indicates roughness. Each microfacet has a unit surface normal N; the incoming radiation with respect to N is unit vector L; the viewing direction with respect to N is unit vector V; the vector that bisects L and V is H. The angle of incidence between N and H is α.
A similar but more thorough model called the Beckmann distribution function [2] is used in this study. Its simplified form is given in (1). To account for some facets that may be blocked from the incident radiation by other facets, a geometric attenuation factor G as given in (2) is incorporated.
(1)
The scene size used in this simulation is 128 × 128 pixels. The amount of specular versus diffuse reflection can be altered using the factors s and d respectively, where s + d = 1. The sample simulated in this study is ideal fresh skin (no moisture) with optical properties consistent with those reported in [7] . The Fresnel reflection coefficient F (θ, λ) of the sample can therefore be calculated, where λ is the wavelength and θ is the angle of incidence between L and N. The skin sample is assumed to be slightly convex in the direction of the incoming THz radiation in order to mimic actual skin samples that are seldom flat. The solid angle Ω of the incident THz radiation I i (λ) is calculated over 2 × 2 pixels. The reflected THz signal I r (λ) in the frequency domain is therefore Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the magnitude of I r at 1.225 THz for very smooth and very rough skin surfaces respectively. The signal reflected from a rough surface is one order of magnitude less than for a smooth surface, implying less signal return. This is consistent with the notion of more loss from repeated bounces off the facets and is in agreement with [6] where rough surfaces attenuate the detected THz signal in reflection mode THz spectroscopy. Since the empirical results in Section II were similar, the conclusion is that skin without hair is still almost as rough as skin with short hair, thus removal of short hair is not critical when measuring skin.
The reflected signal is assumed to be reflected by 180
• for simplicity and the resulting signal in the time domain is as shown in Fig. 4 .
IV. CONCLUSION
This study has shown via empirical data and a mathematical model that removal of short hair is not critical to THz measurements of rat skin. Future work will look into phase changes due to surface roughness and more advanced models to incorporate the orientation of long hair. 
